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J Haleem Washington is an award-winning, nationally published commercial photographer turned
bestselling author, motivational speaker, and corporate trainer.  He has worked with national brands
providing them with the imagery needed to market and promote their businesses. He is an Amazon
bestselling author of two books, I Won’t Starve and U Won’t Starve: Key Principles of Entrepreneur
Development. As a motivational speaker, J Haleem’s inspirational and empowering message helps
transform, inspire, and expose the minds of audiences nationwide. J Haleem was born and raised in
Newark, New Jersey. With more than 20 years of experience as an entrepreneur; his company, I Won’t
Starve, LLC, provides education and training focused on entrepreneurship and career development. 
 
AUTHOR
In J Haleem's first book, "I Won't Starve" he shares his life’s experiences, and the highs and the lows that
not only comes from dealing with life as a convicted felon, but also with owning and operating a business. In
a very bold way, J Haleem gives you an intimate look behind the veil as he shares his story from making $8
an hour to running a successful business. 
 
In his second book, "U Won't Starve" J Haleem gives his readers an in-depth look into the five principles that
he used to start his very successful business seven years ago. Those principles are Hustle While You Work,
Market Research, Doing Business on Your Own Level, Networking, and Strategic Alliances. Each principle
has step-by-step processes you will be able to follow along with identifying the impact on workforce
generations to include Gen Zers, Millennials, and Baby Boomers.
 
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER
J Haleem uses his own personal experiences to motivate & connect with audiences on a variety of
platforms. He motivates individuals with challenged backgrounds, on how they can TRANSFORM their skill
sets into business ownership opportunities. He INSPIRES aspiring entrepreneurs to transition to becoming
full-time business owners. Lastly, his message EXPOSES his audience to the reality that they have the
power to transition from surviving to thriving.
 
CORPORATE TRAINER
J Haleem is a corporate trainer and program developer with many years of experience providing outstanding
programs for hundreds of small business owners. He has been in the corporate training field for many
years and is known for his dynamic, motivating and relatable speaking style. J Haleem has delivered
business development workshops which include Market Research, Strategic Partnerships, Sales and
Entrepreneur Development as well as helping to create and manage programs for local & state
municipalities.
. 
BUSINESS COACH
If you seek clear direction, J Haleem can help you and your team determine objectives, set goals and
accurately monitor performance, motivate and encourage team members, identify and meet customers
needs and build quality relationships. Whether he is coaching one-on-one or training a corporate,
government or non-profit organization, J Haleem's purpose is to facilitate movement…significant movement. 
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THE PLATFORM YOU JUMP FROM,
IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE

ONE YOU LAND ON
J. HALEEM WASHINGTON

INSPIRING WORDS



J Haleem signature speech, he
inspires the audience by sharing

his life’s experiences, and the
highs and the lows that not only
comes from dealing with life as a

convicted felon, but also with
owning and operating multiple

businesses.

"I WON'T STARVE"
(MOST REQUESTED KEYNOTE)

SIGNATURE SPEAKING & WORKSHOP TOPICS
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MILLENNIAL MARRIAGES
"KEEPING IT 200%"

Inspiring couples to continue to
grow and maintain their

independence, ensuring they are
bringing a full 100% to the

relationship, not 50/50.

T.I.E.
TRANSFORM - INSPIRE - EXPOSE

Building the NOW generation.
Preparing Generation Z for

what’s next in their career and/or
business. This can be delivered

as a keynote or workshop. J
Haleem exposes youth to the

multiple opportunities they have
as a career and in
entrepreneurship.

The focus of the workshop is to empower individuals to
step out on faith, focus on using their skills and talents
to advance in a career & start a business. The training
includes 5 fundamental principles participants can use

to start a successful business. 

"I WON'T STARVE"
ENTREPRENEUR DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

"SURVIVE AND THRIVE" 
MONETIZING YOUR MIND

AND GIFTS
Training the Babyboomer

Generation on how to utilize their
skills and knowledge from their

20+ year career. J Haleem teaches
practical steps to turning those

skills into revenue after retirement.
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ENTREPRENEUR DEVELOPMENT COURSE 
30+ HOUR COURSE

This class is an extended version of the workshop. J Haleem uses the five
principles of  the I Won't Starve workshop and teaches participants how to use
them to start their business and run it successfully. Subject matter experts will
join the class to teach about finance, marketing, social media, business start up
resources & more. 

SELF EMPLOYMENT SUMMIT
FULL-DAY CONFERENCE (6 HOURS)

 The Self Employment Summit calls together individuals who are interested in
getting specialized skills or trades. The Summit was created to motivate and
train these talented individuals on how to leverage their skill set and build a
business to sustain themselves and secure their future. 

I WON'T STARVE EXPERIENCE

The goal of this conference is to empower individuals to step out on faith, focus
on using their skills and talents to advance in a career & start a business. J
Haleem brings dynamic speakers and trainers together to provide a wealth of
knowledge and inspiration of personal & professional development. The
conference includes motivational speakers, breakout sessions, vendor village &
lunch. 

FULL-DAY CONFERENCE (6 HOURS)

CLASSES & CONFERENCES

 



A Transformational Life Story.
J Haleem gives you an intimate look behind the veil as he

shares his story from being a convicted felon making $8 an
hour to running a successful business.
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In #UWontStarve: Key Principles for Entrepreneur Development, Author J
Haleem gives his readers an in-depth look into the five principles that he used to

start his very successful business seven years ago. Those principles are Hustle
While You Work, Market Research, Doing Business on Your Own Level,

Networking, and Strategic Alliances. Each principle has step-by-step processes
you will be able to follow along with identifying the impact on workforce

generations to include Gen Zers, Millennials, and Baby Boomers.
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J HALEEM HAS HAD THE PLEASURE OF SHARING HIS

MESSAGE AND TRAINING TO MANY, HERE ARE SOME OF

THE ORGANIZATIONS HE'S WORKED WITH.

SPEAKING EXPERIENCE

" 
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info@jhaleem.com

EMAIL
803.369.9335

NUMBER

Thank you for considering J Haleem for
your next motivational, life changing

event. 

BOOKING

CONTACT INFORMATION

FACEBOOK.COM/IAMJHALEEM

INSTAGRAM.COM/IAMJHALEEM

TWITTER.COM/IAMJHALEEM

YOUTUBE.COM/JHALEEMTV

LINKEDIN.COM/IN/IAMJHALEEM
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